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Characters, like the critters you
see in an animal park, may

come in a number of types and
sizes and behave in specific

ways. They differ in body length
(how tall they are and what
their body parts are), color

(how they appear) and behavior
(how they move and react to

their environment). Animals in
the wild are generally more

active, move more, and react to
their surroundings faster than
in a zoo, but they can also be

more dangerous. They need to
be cared for and fed to survive.

Animals in the wild are
generally more active, move

more, and react to their
surroundings faster than in a

zoo, but they can also be more
dangerous. They need to be
cared for and fed to survive.
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generally more active, move

more, and react to their
surroundings faster than in a

zoo, but they can also be more
dangerous. They need to be

cared for and fed to survive.Q:
Euler sum : proof of equality

between sides I am reading the
proof in the following link: It
makes this calculation, $$

\sum_{k\le n} k = \sum_{k\le
n} \left(

\frac{n+k}{2}\right)^3 $$ Now
I have tried to prove by

induction but couldn't do it.I
have also tried to prove by

linearity but I got to know that
its not available in this case.
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understand the proof. A: I just

cleaned my old notes from
school about this, so I'll give a

try to answer you. The key
observation here is that $$

\sum_{k=0}^n k =
\frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=0}^n

\left(n+k\right) =
\frac{n+1}{2}\sum_{k=0}^n

k + \frac{1}{2}
\sum_{k=0}^n k =
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